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ABSTRACT
Background: Depression in informal caregivers of persons with dementia is a major,
costly and growing problem. However, it is not yet clear which caregivers are at in!
creased risk of developing depression. With this knowledge preventive strategies could
focus on these groups to maximize health gain and minimize effort.
Methods: The onset of clinically relevant depression was measured with the Center for
Epidemiologic Studies ! Depression Scale in 725 caregivers who were not depressed at
baseline and who were providing care for a relative with dementia. Caregivers were
followed over 18 months. The indices calculated to identify the most important risk
indicators were: odds ratio, attributable fraction, exposure rate and number needing
to be treated.
Results: The following significant indicators of depression onset were identified: in!
creased initial depressive symptoms, poor self!rated health status and white or His!
panic race/ethnicity. The incidence of depression would decrease by 72.3% (attributive
fraction) if these risk indicators together are targeted by a completely effective inter!
vention. Race/ethnicity was not a significant predictor if caregivers of patients who
deceased or were institutionalized were left out in the analyses.
Conclusion: Detection of only a few characteristics makes it possible to identify high!
risk groups in an efficient way. Focusing on these easy!to!assess characteristics might
contribute to a cost!effective prevention of depression in caregivers.
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INTRODUCTION
Depression is a common disorder in informal caregivers.1!3 Caregivers of dementia
patients, in particular, experience higher levels of depressive symptoms compared to
non!caregivers, but also compared to caregivers of physically!impaired older adults.4 A
systematic review reported that almost half of the caregivers develop a depressive
disorder within a year.5 A recent cohort study estimated that the incidence of depres!
sion in spouses of patients with dementia was more than four times higher than in
persons with a spouse with no dementia.6
Depression in caregivers not only reduces their quality of life, but also leads to less
optimal care for their relatives, which begs the question how the incidence of depres!
sion in caregivers can be lowered. A meta!analysis of 19 randomized prevention trials
(among non! caregiving populations) showed that the incidence of depression can be
reduced by 22%.7 Depression prevention programs might be a successful strategy to
improve the health of dementia caregivers.
Current data suggest that focusing attention on high!risk groups is likely to be more
fruitful than adopting preventive strategies aimed at the whole population.8 Therefore,
it is important to know how to select groups of caregivers at increased risk of develop!
ing depression to target preventive efforts effectively.
With more precise information about the risk indicators of the onset of depression
in caregivers, we could identify high!risk groups in which prevention programs might
generate substantial health gains for the least effort. Since long! term institutionaliza!
tion of patients is extremely costly and the mental health of the informal caregiver is
often decisive in the timing of nursing home placement 9, targeted prevention of de!
pression may be likely to be cost! effective as well. The aim of this study was to iden!
tify target groups for prevention of depression among caregivers of persons with de!
mentia.

METHODS
Design and procedures
Data were derived from the Resources for Enhancing Alzheimer’s Caregiver Health
study (REACH). The design of REACH has been described elsewhere.10, 11 Briefly, REACH
tested the effectiveness of a series of interventions aimed at improving the health and
well!being of family caregivers living with and caring for persons with dementia.
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Data for 1229 dyads of caregivers and care recipients recruited from multiple commu!
nity sites and health services were collected at six sites in the USA. Follow!up assess!
ments were administered at 6, 12 and 18 months.
Sample
For the present study, caregivers of the intervention and control group were combined
into a single cohort. Of the 1229 caregivers of dementia patients interviewed at base!
line, 504 persons had clinically significant depressive symptoms at baseline (defined as
a score "16 on the Center for Epidemiologic Studies ! Depression Scale (CES!D)). The
cohort at risk of becoming incident cases of depression thus consisted of 725 persons
who at baseline had not met the criteria for depression. The longitudinal data of 725 of
the 1229 caregivers were available for this analysis based on the baseline and all fol!
low!up assessments of REACH.
Depression
Depression was measured with the CES!D scale. This instrument was designed for
screening and monitoring depression and consists of 20 items with total scores ranging
between 0 and 60 with higher scores indicating greater depressive symptom severity.
Scores of 16 and higher indicate the presence of clinically significant depression.12 The
CES!D was measured at baseline and at all follow!up interviews. A person was deemed
to be an incident case when two criteria were met: (1) presence of depression at fol!
low!up (CES!D score "16), and (2) significant increase in depression severity between
two follow! up measurements (change score on the CES!D " 5). Criterion 1 was used to
ascertain depression status at one of the three follow!up measurements, and criterion
2 to prevent false!positive cases due to measurement error in the CES!D. A change of 5
scale points on the CES!D was chosen, because it represents, in clinical terms, a me!
dium to large change.13!15
Putative risk indicators
To identify variables that predict the onset of depression, several putative predictors
were assessed at baseline interview, including socio!demographics, clinical variables
and characteristics of the caregiver context. We based the selection of predictors on
previous cross!sectional studies on risk factors for depression in caregivers.16!21 All risk
indicators were dichotomized at the median such that the index category (coded 1)
was the assumed higher risk compared with the reference category (coded 0). Di!
chotomization was carried out before the analysis.
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Socio demographics!of!the!caregiver!included: gender, age, race/ethnicity (black =
reference category, as black persons in our sample had the lowest risk of developing
depression), education (primary school vs. secondary school or higher), being spouse
of the patient. Age and gender of the care recipient were also measured.
Clinical!characteristics included self!rated poor health (1 = poor/fair, 0 = good! ex!
cellent), depressive symptoms (1 = CES!D scores between 7 and 15, 0 = CES!D <7, i.e.
below 50th percentile), anxious symptoms as measured with the Anxiety Inventory 22
(1 = score > 18, 0 = scores " 18), antidepressant use.
Severity!of!dementia related!problems was assessed using threes measures of the
severity of the care recipients’ problems: physical health of the care recipient was
rated by the caregiver (1 = poor/fair, 0 = good! excellent); cognitive functioning was
assessed with the Mini!Mental State Examination (MMSE) 23, a higher score indicating
better cognitive functioning (1 = MMSE below 13, 0 = MMSE 13 or higher); and behav!
ioral problems were measured with the disruptive behavior subscale of the Revised
Memory and Behavior Problems Checklist 24 (1 = 2 or more disruptive behaviors, 0 =
less than 2 disruptive behaviors).
Characteristics!of!the!caregiving!context!included: hours a day “doing things for the
patient” (1 = 6 or more, 0 = less than 6), how long caregivers had taken care of their
relative (1 = 3 years or more, 0 = less than 3 years) and social support (help from family
and friends last week yes/no), distress or burden caused by the presence of memory
and behavior problems as measured with the Revised Memory and Behavior Problems
Checklist (RMBPC) burden score (1 = high burden, 0 = low burden).
Methodology for selecting high!risk groups
The methodology used to select high!risk groups was developed by Smit et al. 15, and
has been used in previous research.25!27 First, the risk indicators that are most strongly
related to the onset of depression were selected from our set of putative risk indica!
tors, based on the magnitude of their odds ratio (OR). This set of strongest risk indica!
tors was used as a starting point for the selection of the best target groups for preven!
tive interventions: i.e. those in which the expected health gain of a preventive inter!
vention is as large as possible, the effort to generate that health gain as small as possi!
ble, and in which prevention is likely to be efficient. This selection process was based
on the OR, the attributable fraction (AF), the exposure rate (ER), and the number
needed to be treated (NNT). The OR describes the strength of the association between
the risk indicator and the subsequent risk of developing depression. The AF represents
the percentage by which the incidence rate of depression can be reduced when the
adverse effect of a risk factor is completely eliminated.28, 29 The ER represents the per!
centage of the caregiver sample exposed to the risk indicator.
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Finally, the NNT indicates how many caregivers would have to receive a preventive
intervention to avoid one new case of depression, assuming that the adverse effect of
the risk factor can be completely blocked by the preventive intervention, and is thus an
indicator of the maximum efficiency of the intervention. Thus, risk indicators with
higher ORs and AFs, and lower ERs and NNTs are likely to have greater value for the
prevention of depression. These metrics can be computed for each risk indicator sepa!
rately, but also for combinations of risk indicators.
To select the best target groups for prevention risk profiles were generated using
the significant risk indicators from the complete multivariate model. From these indi!
cators, the most promising risk indicator was selected (with the highest OR and AF, and
lowest ER and NNT). This was followed by consecutively selecting and adding risk indi!
cators in such a way that the values for the potential health benefit (OR and AF) were
kept as high as possible and the values for effort and cost (ER and NNT) as low as pos!
sible.
Statistical analyses
All analyses were controlled for group assignment because active REACH interventions
were superior to control conditions for specific sites and subgroups. First, ORs were
calculated in a multivariate logistic regression model including all putative risk indica!
tors. Using conventional back! stepping procedures, the smallest set of statistically
significant risk indicators was retained (p<0.05). In both models, a maximum!likelihood
estimate of the AF was calculated using Stata’s downloadable aflogit procedure for
each of the risk indicators under a logistic regression model.30 Second, the best target
groups for preventive interventions were selected, based on the OR, AF, ER and NNT,
calculated in bivariate analyses. The NNT was calculated as the inverse of the risk dif!
ference. The risk difference was obtained by regressing the outcome on a risk indicator
in a linear probability model, e.g. a generalized linear model with a binomial distribu!
tion for its outcome and identity as its link function. Because placement and bereave!
ment of the patient might affect reported depressive symptoms on the CES!D, the
analysis was replicated removing the caregivers where the patient either died or was
institutionalized during the study. Missing CES!D data points on the follow!up meas!
urements were imputed with the Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) procedure, as
implemented by the EM algorithm in SPSS. In order to replace missing values on the
CES!D follow!up measurements by their most likely values while also taking into ac!
count the mechanism that generated the missing values, statistically significant predic!
tors of the CES!D score and missing values were used in the MLE imputation procedure
to obtain the required predicted values. All statistical analyses were performed using
SPSS version 15 or Stata version 9 (StataCorp LP, College Station, TX).
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RESULTS
Incidence and persistence of depression
The caregivers at risk for depression who were included in the study sample scored
significantly better on most of the baseline variables compared with the excluded
caregivers with prevalent clinically depressive symptoms at baseline. The baseline
characteristics of the study sample are described in Table 1. Of the 725 caregivers at
risk, 180 (24.8%) developed depression during the 18!month follow! up. Fifty!eight
cases had high levels of CES!D ("16) for all following measurement points. Forty care!
givers only became a case at the last measurement point. Depression was not persis!
tent in 82 cases.
Table 1: Baseline characteristics of sample at risk and the incident sample
Risk indicator
Socio demographics:!caregiver
Young age (<65 yrs)
Female gender
Ethnicity (reference = Black)
Hispanic
White
Low educational level
Being spouse of the patient
Socio demographics:!patient
Old age (>80 yrs)
Male gender
Clinical!variables:!caregiver
Poor self!rated health
Increased depressive symptoms (CES!D>7)
Antidepressant use
High anxiety level
Severity!of!dementia related!problems!
Worse physical health
Cognitive impairment (MMSE >13)
Behavior problems
Caregiving!context
Caring for more than 3 yrs
No help from family and friends last week
Hrs a day ‘doing things for patient’

Total sample at risk
n = 725
%
51.7
77.1

Incident cases
n = 180
%
53.3
78.3

14.5
57.7
40.7
46.9

18.9
60.6
46.7
47.8

50.1
40.4

52.2
43.9

26.9
55.9
9.5
57.0
!
42.9
52.2
58.3

41.7
79.4
15.6
71.7

58.6
45.2
54.2

59.4
48.3
58.9

51.7
54.3
64.4

Abbreviations: CES!D, center for epidemiologic studies ! depression scale; MMSE, mini mental state exami!
nation
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Selecting a small set of risk indicators
Table 2 shows the complete multivariate model for incident depression, including all
18 putative risk indicators. The total AF of the complete multivariate model was 87.8%.
Using conventional back!stepping procedures, the smallest set of significant risk indica!
tors was selected (Table 3). Only four risk indicators were retained in this parsimonious
model: increased initial depressive symptoms in the caregiver, poor self! rated health
of the caregiver, and Hispanic or white ethnicity/race of the caregiver. Using the se!
lected risk indicators, 72.3% of future cases of clinically relevant depression can be
identified (total AF in Table 3). We also calculated the attributive fraction for the two
risk factors that are amenable to change (poor self!rated health and increased depres!
sive symptoms) and this resulted in an attributive fraction of 58.72% (95% CI 45.46–
68.76). This implies that it is possible to achieve a substantial health gain when using a
much smaller set of risk indicators.
Selecting risk profiles for indicated prevention
Having “increased initial depressive symptoms” was the strongest predictor of depres!
sion onset (Table 3) and was the best candidate to be selected as a starting point for
identifying the “best” high!risk group for prevention. Caregivers with slightly increased
depressive symptoms are associated with a high risk. The NNT suggests that five care!
givers would have to receive an intervention blocking the adverse effect of increased
initial depressive symptoms, to avoid depression onset in one caregiver. But this group
is still large (56% of the caregivers) and prevention might be difficult to deliver.
Next, three risk indicators can be added to the risk profile (Figure 1). Poor self!rated
health was the best candidate to be added. This step reduced the OR and the AF, but
the exposure rate declined which means a considerably smaller group would need to
be targeted. When adding ethnicity/race as a third risk indicator to the risk profile a
much smaller group would have to be targeted. The OR increased, but the AF has
dropped significantly while the NNT remained more or less the same.
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Table 2: Complete multivariate model of the risk indicators for 725 caregivers at risk for develop!
ing depression
Risk indicator
Socio demographics:!caregiver
Young age (<65 yrs)
Female gender
Ethnicity (reference = Black)
Hispanic
White
Low educational level
Being spouse of the patient
Socio demographics:!patient!
Old age (>80 yrs)
Male gender
Clinical!variables:!caregiver
Poor self!rated health
Increased depressive symptoms
(CES!D>7)
Antidepressant use
High anxiety level
Severity!of!dementia related!problems!
Worse physical health
Cognitive impairment (MMSE >13)
Behavior problems
Caregiving!context
Caring for more than 3 yrs
No help from family and friends last
week
Hrs a day ‘doing things for patient’
Total AF

OR

(95% CI)

AF %

(95% CI)

1.49
0.83

(0.86; 2.55)
(0.46; 1.49)

12.29
!9.68

(!5.26; 26.91)
#

2.03
1.87
0.88
0.97

(1.11; 3.71)*
(1.13; 3.09)*
(0.59; 1.30)
(0.49; 1.90)

7.28
21.39
3.74
!1.14

(0.77; 13.36)
(3.75; 25.80)
(!7.99; 14.19)
#

1.11
1.15

(0.74; 1.66)
(0.67; 1.98)

3.26
3.93

(!10.55; 15.34)
(!12.02; 17.62)

15.54
43.28

(6.21; 23.94)
(25.25; 56.97)

2.10
3.04

(1.38; 3.19)**
(1.92; 4.81)**

1.41
1.43

(0.78; 2.56)
(0.93; 2.21)

2.58
15.04

(!2.06; 7.02)
(!4.44; 30.89)

1.23
1.16
1.21

(0.84; 1.82)
(0.78; 1.71)
(0.82; 1.77)

6.24
4.86
7.35

(!6.03; 17.09)
(!9.34; 17.22)
(!9.07; 21.31)

0.88
1.26

(0.60; 1.30)
(0.86; 1.84)

!4.92
6.84

#
(!5.10; 17.42)

1.24

(0.84; 1.84)

7.80
87.71

(!7.21; 20.70)
(67.84; 95.30)

Abbreviations: CES!D, center for epidemiologic studies ! depression scale; MMSE, Mini Mental State Exami!
nation; OR, odds ratio; AF, attributable fraction; NNT, number needed to be treated
#
*p<0.05, **p<0.001. A confidence interval of a negative AF cannot be computed

Table 3: Significant predictors of incident depression from the multivariate model
(parsimonious model)
Risk indicator
Increased depressive symp!
toms in the caregiver
Poor self!rated health of
the caregiver
Hispanic caregiver ethnicity
White caregiver ethnicity
Total AF

ER %
55.86

OR (95% CI)
3.56 (2.36; 5.36)**

AF % (95% CI)
48.43 (33.11; 60.24)

NNT
4.9

26.90

2.15 (1.46; 3.16)**

16.24 (7.41; 24.24)

6.8

6.87 (0.69; 12.67)
19.92 (3.41; 33.60)
72.25 (57.14; 82.03)

8.7
11.5

14.48
57.66

1.97 (1.10; 3.53)*
1.74 (1.11; 2.73)*

Abbreviations: ER, exposure rate; OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval; AF, attributable fraction; NNT,
number needed to be treated.
*p<0.05, **p<0.001
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Model without caregivers where the patient died or was institutionalized
During the study period, 135 (18.6%) patients were institutionalized, 78 (10.8%) died
and 38 (5.2%) died after placement. A separate analysis was carried out using only
caregivers where the patient survived and lived at home during the entire study pe!
riod. The model based on the smallest subset of statistically significant risk indicators
(at p<0.05) only consisted of the risk indicators “increased depressive symptoms” (OR
= 3.67, p = 0.000, 95% CI 2.16–6.22) and “poor self!rated health” (OR = 1.87, p = 0.011,
95% CI 1.15–3.05). The total AF of this model was 58.04% (95% CI 39.84–70.74). Care!
giver race/ethnicity was no longer a significant independent predictor of incident de!
pression (for Hispanic ethnicity: OR = 1.98, p = 0.070, 95% 347 CI 0.95–4.13 and for
White race: OR = 1.55, p = 0.185, 95% CI 0.81–2.99)
Figure 1: Selecting high!risk groups for depression prevention
Increased depressive symptoms
OR 4.23
AF 53.4%
ER 55.9%
NNT 4.2

Increased depressive
symptoms + White race
OR 2.53
AF 23.7
ER 32.4
NNT 5.5

Increased depressive symptoms
+ poor self!rated health
+ Hispanic ethnicity
OR 4.25
AF 5.2%
ER 3.9%
NNT 3.0

Increased depressive
symptoms + poor self!
rated health
OR 3.85
AF 22.9%
ER 20.0%
NNT 3.5

Increased depressive
symptoms + Hispanic
ethnicity
OR 1.85
AF 4.8%
ER 9.4%
NNT 7.8

Increased depressive symptoms
+ poor self!rated health
+ White race
OR 3.38
AF 10.0%
ER 9.2%
NNT 3.7

Abbreviations: OR, odds ratio; AF, attributable fraction; ER, exposure rate; NNT, number needed to be
treated
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DISCUSSION
In this study we tried to identify the high risk groups of dementia caregivers in which
prevention is likely to generate substantial health gains for the least effort and hence
for the lowest costs. We used an innovative method to determine which persons are at
risk for developing depression, the condition that was the focus of this study.
Main findings
Results suggested that targeting people with some signs or symptoms but no disorder
(indicated prevention) is the most effective strategy to prevent the onset or develop!
ment of a full!blown disorder and may thus offer a good starting point for preventive
efforts.
A recent meta!analysis demonstrated that prevention programs are actually capa!
ble of reducing the incidence of depression in different target populations and set!
tings.7 Indicated prevention could become more specific and cost!effective by expand!
ing the risk profile with other risk indicators. Beyond an increased level of depressive
symptoms, we found poor self!rated health as a strong predictor of incident depres!
sion in the caregiver. Finally, there were race!ethnic differences in the risk. However,
race/ethnicity was no longer a significant predictor when analyzing the sample without
the caregivers whose patient was placed in an institution or died. Therefore, it appears
that the race/ethnicity factor is not a predictor for depression unless the patient is
institutionalized or deceased. A reason for race/ethnic differences in placement might
be attributed to cultural norms regarding family care. It would be worth exploring in
future studies how various ethnic caregivers deal with such events and how this relates
to the development of depression.
When targeting the caregivers with the first two indicators the attributable fraction
was 22.9%. When targeting only the caregivers with the strongest single risk factor
(increased initial depressive symptoms) the incidence of depression could even have
been halved. On the other hand, the target group would then have to increase from
20% to almost 56%. We emphasize that these estimates are upper limits and will only
be reached if an intervention is completely effective, which is not realistic.
Placing our findings in the context of the literature
Depressive symptoms on self!report scales are short!term predictors of major depres!
sive episodes.31 Poor self!rated health has also been reported to be a good predictor.32,
33
The risk indicators we identified are well known in the existing depression literature.
We had expected that risk factors reflecting the contextual distress of the caregivers
would have played a much larger role in the development of depression.
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However, we did not find a significant contribution of patient!related indicators and
indicators related to the specific caregiving context to the onset of depression in the
caregivers. This may suggest that depression in caregivers is not necessarily a contex!
tual problem but that the same causal pathways as in other populations may be in!
volved.
Strengths and limitations
Our study has several strengths. It is the first study to apply this methodological ap!
proach of identifying risk indicators for prevention and goes much further than the
conventional risk factor studies. Statistics were used to quantify potential health bene!
fits and the efforts required to generate these benefits. The risk profiles also give guid!
ance on the type of intervention that needs to be offered to the intended target group.
The use of a large sample size and long follow!up period should be regarded as the
other strengths of the study.
Our study also has some limitations. First, the US caregivers included in this study
may not be representative of the total population of caregivers of dementia patients.
They were already caring for persons with relatively severe dementia. In addition,
subjects were willing to participate in a trial to test psychosocial interventions and so
might have been help!seeking and at a higher risk of developing depression. On the
other hand, they may represent persons willing to accept a preventive intervention.
Secondly, we could examine only a selection of relevant risk indicators. For example,
we lacked information on history of depression, an important predictor of new epi!
sodes. Also some other risk factors already found to be related with depression, such
as personality of the caregiver and dysfunctional coping style, were not included in this
study.34 Finally, we used the CES!D to measure depression, which has good psychomet!
ric properties but is not a diagnostic instrument.
Implications and conclusions
With the methodology we employed, we were able to select a very small set of risk
indicators to identify groups at high risk for the onset of depression. Instead of meas!
uring a variety of variables, the use of a simple checklist of the relevant risk indicators
(depressive symptoms, self!rated health and ethnicity of the caregiver) will be required
to recognize the subgroups in which preventive efforts should be made. The two
strongest risk indicators we found can be measured relatively quickly with the help of
short self!rated scales. Use of this strategy is feasible, might yield substantial health
gains, and hence might prove to be cost!effective.
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